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Entrepreneur and digital marketing consultant, Jay Baer, once said, “The future of marketing isn’t big
data, it’s big understanding.” And this idea is backed by research. A study has shown that organizations
that use data-driven personalization experience 5-8 times ROI on their marketing spend compared to
the companies which did not indulge in personalized marketing.
Such studies imply that marketing data, when utilized effectively, can result in significant gains in the
form of improved customer engagement and retention. However, to leverage the true potential of
data, marketing departments need a unified customer view, which means integrating information silos.
However, many marketers struggle to harness the data deluge that keeps growing day by day.
To gather important customer data points, marketing teams rely on multiple information sources, such
as CRMs, databases, ERPs, and PDF reports. Consolidating data trapped in these heterogenous sources
in disparate formats can be a challenge. Moreover, marketing data often includes inconsistencies, such
as duplicate, missing, or incorrect records, which need to be rectified at an early stage to avoid
compounding data problems. However, manually identifying and correcting data quality issues can be
a time and resource-intensive task, especially when dealing with large data volumes.
For accurate, data-driven decisions, marketing teams are regularly required to update data about the
customer journey and customer behavior. This calls for an intuitive data management tool that can
ensure data synchronicity and facilitate near real-time single source of truth.

How Can Integrating Marketing Data Help in Lead Identification?
Marketing data integration is crucial for gaining a 360-degree view of the leads that convert through

different marketing channels. Let’s have a look at a scenario in which a company named ABC Inc.
leverages an agile data management tool to integrate its anonymous website activity data and capture
relevant leads from that data for analysis.

Scenario
ABC Inc. relies on paid digital marketing channels, including pay-per-click and social media marketing
for lead generation. Recently, the company decided to utilize its organic marketing sources for lead
generation, including website traffic. However, not all users who visited the company’s website filled
out a form and provided their contact details. Instead, a major proportion of the organic visitors used
the website anonymously.
Analyzing this anonymous website activity data, such as the visitor’s inferred company name, location,
and pages visited, can help the company identify and nurture potential customers through
personalized marketing or remarketing and convert them into deals or opportunities.
The company’s anonymous Web Page Activity data and Company Web Activity data is captured and
stored using a marketing automation tool, as shown in the screenshots below.
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Figure 1: Web Page Activity Data

Figure 2: Company Web Page Activity Data

The Challenge
Previously, the company relied on a manual process for the extraction of potential leads from one
of its organic sources, i.e. anonymous web activity data which required the marketing employees
to:
• Export the Company Web Activity data and Web Page Activity data from the marketing
automation tool in Excel files
• Filter out the records containing data of existing customers and internal company users who
visited the website
• Sort the data state-wise to see which state accounts for the highest number of page views
and leads
This time-consuming, monotonous process had to be repeated daily, causing delays in the
analysis. Moreover, often, the extracted data required validation to avoid any inconsistencies, such

as missing information or duplicate records.
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Maximizing Marketing Returns with a
Next-Gen Data Integration Platform
By leveraging Astera Centerprise’s workflow automation
and advanced data transformation capabilities, the
company was able to automate the process of extracting
meaningful data points from the anonymous website

activity reports. This has helped the company extract,
filter, and deliver relevant leads to the marketing team
with minimum delay.

The screenshot below shows how the entire lead identification process was automated using the workflow
orchestration capabilities in Astera Centerprise.

Figure 3: Workflow Automation in Astera Centerprise
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Let’s walk you through the step-by-step process for creating the workflow for integrating marketing
data.
Step 1: Download emails sent by the marketing automation software
First, the emails that contain the Company Web Activity data and Web Page Activity data are retrieved
using a dataflow, which is called in the main workflow using a Run Dataflow object. The screenshot
below shows the dataflow designed for downloading emails.

Figure 4: Download and Filter Emails

The Read Mail object is used to retrieve the unread emails sent by the marketing automation software.
The user checks the Read Unread Only and Mark Email as Read options to ensure that unread emails
are being selected, and after being read, they are removed from the unread category. Moreover, the
email address of the marketing automation tool is specified in the From Filter field to ensure that
unread emails sent by the marketing automation tool are read only.

Figure 5: Configuring Properties of the Read Mail Object

Next, the downloaded files are written into an Excel file.
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Step 2: Move downloaded files to the processing folder
First, the downloaded attachments are called in the main workflow using an Excel file source. Then, a
File System Action object is used to move the downloaded files to the processing directory, as shown
below.

Figure 6: Moving downloaded files to the processing folder.

Step 3: Automate the ETL process for creating daily reports
Astera Centerprise allows its users to leverage the workflow feature within a workflow for end-to-end
automation using Run Workflow objects. Similarly, in this scenario, the user uses a Run Workflow
task within the main workflow to automate the ETL process.

Figure 7: RunWorkflow Object in Astera Centerprise
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The screenshot below shows the inner workflow.

Figure 8: Automating the ETL Process in Astera Centerprise

The inner workflow includes the following steps which show how ABC Inc. was able to streamline
the automation of the ETL process designed for lead identification:
• First, the Variable object is used to specify file paths of the source files, including the Web
Page Activity and Company Web Activity, and the output file’s path.
• Then, a Run Dataflow object is used within this workflow to perform ETL for identifying new
website leads, as shown below:

Figure 9: Dataflow for Identifying New Leads
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This dataflow includes the following steps:
• The source files coming from the marketing automation software are combined using the Join
transformation.
• Next, the Filter transformation is used to exclude existing product trial leads who visited the
website.
• For identifying new leads, data coming from the marketing automation software is reconciled
with the leads table in the company’s CRM software, Salesforce.com. Any company name that
does not exist in Salesforce.com is marked as a new lead. Moreover, new leads data is passed
through another Filter transformation object to ensure that there aren’t any existing customers
in the dataset.
• The resultant data is then written into an Excel sheet for daily reporting. For further processing,
data stored in the Excel file is loaded into an SQL Server database.
After report creation, a File System Action object is used to delete the old source files. This helps
ensure that the unprocessed source files remain in the processing directory.
Step 4: Create the monthly report
Once the daily reports have been created, the user creates monthly reports for the leads data. This is
done by using a Run Dataflow object in the main workflow. Let’s have a detailed look at this
dataflow.

Figure 10: The ETL Process for Creating Monthly Reports

• First, data loaded in the SQL Server database is used as a source.
• Then, the Filter transformation is used to extract all records for the current month.
• Next, the resultant output is written into a Delimited file. The output file’s path is generated
using the Expression transformation in the main workflow, as shown below.
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Figure 11: Using Expression Transformation to Create Output's File Path

Astera Centerprise’s Instant Data Preview feature allows users to preview the output of their data
integration project at any step. The screenshot below shows a preview of the new leads data for
August.

Figure 12: The ETL Process for Creating Monthly Reports

Step 5: Email the daily and monthly reports to the marketing department
Finally, the daily and monthly reports are sent to the marketing department using the Send Email
tasks in Astera Centerprise. The marketing department uses the data in the web activity reports to
nurture the leads via personalized marketing efforts.

Figure 13: Email Notifications in Astera Centerprise
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Conclusion
Automating marketing data integration processes can help marketers create a single source of
information, resulting in informed, customer-centric decisions. Astera Centerprise is a complete
data management solution that helps streamline marketing processes with its advanced features,
including an extensive library of pre-built transformations, data profiling and validation, and
workflow automation and job scheduling.
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